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STATEMENT OF IDENTITY AND INTEREST OF AMICUS CURIAE 

 Christina Paylan, M.D. (“Paylan”) is a physician and a citizen of the State of 

Florida who is a party to  a legal malpractice suit against Defendant Attorney  

Lyann Goudie (“Goudie”) and her firm, arising from disputes involving Goudie’s 

representation of Paylan. Pending in the Second District Court of Appeal are two 

petitions for writ of prohibition to disqualify and remove Judge Gregory Holder of 

the Thirteenth Judicial Circuit in Hillsborough County from presiding over the  

Goudie litigation.  The two petitions for writ of prohibition in the Second District 

Court of Appeal are styled as Paylan v. Goudie Case No 2D17-3404 and Paylan v. 

Goudie Case No 2D17- 4472.  

 Both petitions for prohibition were stayed by the Second DCA on December 

13, 2017 in response to Paylan’s motions to stay.1 The 2D17-3404 Case was a 

previously denied petition which was re-opened upon Paylan’s motion pending 

determination of this subject matter by this Court.  

 The crux of both of the Second DCA petitions involve (1) the undisclosed 

Facebook Friendship of Judge Gregory Holder with Opposing Counsel and (2) 

Upon Paylan’s discovery of the undisclosed Facebook Friendship, the sua sponte 

                                                           
1 In her motion for leave to file this amicus brief, Paylan produced both of 

these Orders of Stay issued by the Second DCA 
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invitation to opposing counsel to collect evidence to sanction Paylan pursuant to 

Fla. Stat. Section 57.105 and/or pursuant to other sanctions available under 

vexatious litigation.   

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT  

 Facebook is a double-edge sword. Range of privacy options in 

communications among Facebook friends and the ability to exercise these privacy 

options without regulation by this Court, the Judicial Qualifications Commission or 

the Florida Bar,  leave the door wide open to ex parte communications when a 

judge and opposing counsel maintain Facebook friendship.  

Facebook is not new, but it also has not been around long enough to allow 

voters electing judicial candidates into office, to have a voice on this subject.  

While it is the Florida Supreme Court who has controlling authority on propriety of 

judicial conduct, the Florida Supreme Court should render its controlling authority 

on this subject, only after the voters have spoken on this issue at the booths. Since 

Facebook usage among legal professionals rose exponentially only the in the past 

few years, this Court should disallow any Facebook friendship between judges and 

opposing counsel until the voters voice their opinions through their election of 

judicial candidates who are put to the task of having to publish their views on 

Facebook friendship once they are elected to office.     
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ARGUMENT 

I. What Facebook Friendship Entails 
 
Before deciding whether a judge’s Facebook Friendship with opposing 

counsel in an active case violates Code  of Judicial Conduct, under not just 

“appearance of impropriety” but also under the provision of actual conflict, this 

Court should be informed of exactly what Facebook is and offers to its users.  

According to a site which puts out information on the most recent 

technology on the internet,  http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Facebook, 

Facebook is described as follows: 

 
Facebook is a popular free social networking website that allows registered 
users to create profiles, upload photos and video, send messages and keep in 
touch with friends, family and colleagues. The site, which is available in 37 
different languages, includes public features such as: 
 

• Marketplace - allows members to post, read and respond to classified ads. 
• Groups - allows members who have common interests to find each other and 

interact. 
• Events  - allows members to publicize an event, invite guests and track who 

plans to attend. 
• Pages - allows members to create and promote a public page built around a 

specific topic. 
• Presence technology - allows members to see which contacts are online and 

chat 
 
Within each member's personal profile, there are several key networking 
components. The most popular is arguably the Wall, which is essentially a 
virtual bulletin board. Messages left on a member's Wall can be text, video 
or photos. Another popular component is the virtual Photo Album. Photos 

http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Facebook
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/social-networking
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can be uploaded from the desktop or directly from a smartphone camera. 
There is no limitation on quantity, but Facebook staff will remove 
inappropriate or copyrighted images.  An interactive album feature allows 
the member's contacts (who are called generically called "friends") to 
comment on each other's photos and identify (tag) people in the photos.  
 
Another popular profile component is status updates, a microblogging 
feature that allows members to broadcast short Twitter-like announcements 
to their friends. All interactions are published in a news feed, which is 
distributed in real-time to the member's friends.  
 
Facebook offers a range of privacy options to its members.  A member can 
make all his communications visible to everyone, he can block specific 
connections or he can keep all his communications private. Members can 
choose whether or not to be searchable, decide which parts of their profile 
are public, decide what not to put in their news feed and determine exactly 
who can see their posts. For those members who wish to use Facebook to 
communicate privately, there is a message feature, which closely resembles 
email. 

 
See http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Facebook  

 
The mere fact that Facebook offers  the user  “a range of privacy options” 

should lend this Court to agree with the Domville2 court’s ruling that such social 

networking raises improper appearance violative of Code of Judicial Conduct.  It 

goes without saying that any private communications between a judge and 

opposing counsel in an active case would unequivocally violate the rules on ex 

parte communications pursuant to Canon 3B (7).  

                                                           
2  Domville v. State, 103 So. 3d 184 (Fla. 4th DCA 2012). 

http://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/definition/smartphone
http://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/definition/microblogging
http://searchdatamanagement.techtarget.com/definition/privacy
http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Facebook
http://www.4dca.org/opinions/Sept%202012/09-05-12/4D12-556.op.pdf
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Based on Facebook’s privacy options, where members can “block specific 

connection” or keep  all “communications private”, any decision of this Court 

permitting Facebook friendship between judges and attorneys would necessarily 

have to come with the qualifier that the Facebook user, whether an attorney or a 

judge,  shall decline, at all times, to exercise the privacy options on the Facebook 

site,  if they are in communication with one another.  

This will mean regulation, likely both by the Florida Bar and the Judicial 

Qualifications Commission. It will also mean amending the Code of Judicial 

Conduct to insert language that Facebook Friendship between judges and lawyers 

are permissible only and only if the users decline to exercise privacy options 

available to them through the social media site.  It is not hard to see that to impose 

qualifiers, or to regulate whether judge users are exercising privacy options, or to 

amend the Canons are not feasible options,  and even if feasible, not easily 

enforced options.  

The regulation of ensuring that the privacy options are being declined by 

Facebook using judges and attorneys,  would be near impossible to monitor and if 

necessary, to discipline.   

The other user features available in Facebook Friendship equally pose the 

same problems in  regulation and monitoring.  For instance:  
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“Members can choose whether or not to be searchable, decide which parts of 
their profile are public, decide what not to put in their news feed and determine 
exactly who can see their posts. For those members who wish to use Facebook 
to communicate privately, there is a message feature, which closely resembles 
email. 
 

See http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Facebook 

 The ability to communicate privately also leads to the ability to delete, 

without fear of traceability the private communication. The option to determine 

who can view the Facebook user’s posts also lends permission to communications 

which would categorically and unequivocally be classified as ex parte 

communications. There is no full proof way to monitor and regulate these secretive 

friendships and communications, that every Facebook user is entitled by virtue of 

the social media site’s user controls.   

Thus, if permitted, Facebook Friendship would come at a very high price for 

the judiciary, merely because of these options to block, restrict, micro-message, 

an/or  delete private communications. Having these privacy options also comes 

with the package of being able to pick and choose who will get to be Facebook 

Friends with a judge.  

In fact, should this Court decline to side with the Domville court, it would be 

awkward for the trial judge to have accepted Facebook Friendship from an 

attorney, but then decline Facebook Friend request from a litigant who is actively 

appearing before the judge, who simply wants to make sure that the judge does not 

http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/Facebook
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have anything to hide through his or her friendship with opposing counsel. A 

predicament would arise under these circumstances, for even the most benignly 

behaving judge, on Facebook, who has Facebook friendship with opposing 

counsel, but feels that he or she must decline Facebook friendship request by the 

litigant who is actively appearing before the judge.   

These user controls embedded in Facebook’s social media networking site 

are substantial and  supersede the previously raised discussions on this topic, 

visited by the Chace court. The Chace court seemed to place more emphasis on the 

use of the word “Friend” being a term of art, holding the position that a friend on 

Facebook does not really mean a friend. The Chace court took the position that 

mere Facebook friendship would be legally insufficient for disqualification. Chace 

v. Loisel, 170 So.3d 802 (Fla.5th DCA 2014). But being Facebook Friends is never 

just a mere friendship, because of the ability of the user to block out the public, to 

hold private communications and to pick and choose who their Facebook friend 

would be.  

In fact, the Chace court completely ignores many problems that Facebook 

friendship would be fraught with arising out of the freedom of user controls to be 

transparent or not to be transparent to the public, or to keep messages private or not 

private, and perhaps most importantly, the ability to get away with non-disclosure 
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of the Facebook Friendship as these secretive conversations could be easily kept 

blocked from public view.  

Indisputably, these user controls of privacy options are corrosive to the 

integrity of the judiciary, and will ultimately break down the well-grounded 

traditional barriers between judges and lawyers,  instead of reinforcing them, 

especially if this Court permits Facebook Friendship without instituting some type 

of regulation over these private communications.    

Based on the foregoing, there is nothing good that can come out allowing 

judges to be Facebook Friends with opposing counsel given the range of privacy 

options that can be exercised on this social media website.  

 
II. The Voter Should Decide Based on Judicial Candidates’ View on 

Social Networking with Opposing Counsel 
 
While Facebook first launched in 2004, it was not made available to 

everyone until September 26, 2006. Thus, while Facebook has been around, it has 

not, yet, been around for a substantial amount of time so as to penetrate into the 

voters’ concern arena, especially given that circuit court judicial elections are 

every 6 years in Florida.  

The popularity of the social media site with legal professionals, and the 

potential concomitant problems of the use of  social media among judges and 

lawyers did not come about for several years after Facebook launched, which was 
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not until at least 2009. JEAC Opinion Number: 2009-20, Date of Issue: November 

17, 2009.  “On September 26, 2006, Facebook was opened to everyone at least 13 

years old with a valid email address”. “Traffic to Facebook increased steadily after 

2009. The company announced 500 million users in July 2010”.  See 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook.  

Thus,  it is almost with certainty that the majority of the judicial officers who 

were elected to the bench by the public by 2010, and who are currently serving on 

the bench, were elected without public knowledge, on whether or not their judicial 

candidate intended to maintain Facebook Friendship with opposing counsel once 

they got into office.  

The majority of the public would be repulsed by the mere suggestion that a 

sitting judge would maintain Facebook Friendship with opposing counsel in an 

active case before the Judge, even if it were just a casual friendship through other 

common friendships.  

The fact that the topic of social media networking could not have been a 

campaign issue for most of the judges who are currently sitting on the bench, this 

Court should exercise extra caution and give credence to the fact that public was, 

for the most part, deprived of having an input on this topic in choosing their 

judicial candidates, as Facebook was at its infancy stages well up to 2010.     

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Email_address
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook
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Thus, there is substantial danger that it would be against the will of the 

voters for this Court to allow Facebook friendships between judges and attorneys,  

especially for those judges who did not or could not disclose their intentions to the 

public regarding their position on the use of social media sites.   

Further, this Court should not substitute itself for the will of the voters 

without knowing which way the voters would have gone if they were informed 

about judicial candidates being supportive of Facebook friendship with opposing 

counsel on active cases before them. After all, when it comes to recusal, it is not 

the perspective of the judge but the perspective of the reasonably prudent person 

which counts. “On a motion to disqualify a judge, the court must review the 

motion from the litigant's perspective questioning the judge's impartiality, rather 

than from the judge's perspective of his ability to act fairly and impartially.” 

R.Jud.Admin.Rule 2.330(f). Jimenez v. Ratine, 954 So.2d 706 (Fla. 2nd DCA 2007).  

III. Judges Should Continue to Live in “Glass Houses” 

Judges are generally and for the most part, regarded as appropriately living 

in “Glass Houses”. Neither social media popularity nor advancing technology 

should change this commonly accepted notion that judges live in “glass houses.” 

Additional avenues of networking, especially where the opportunity exists for 

‘secretive’ friendship should be not permitted.  
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Friendship or casual conversations at legal conferences and seminars are not 

equivalent in gravity or extent to the 24/7 access that a social media site like 

Facebook offers.  This 24/7 access is likely to erode the notion of judges living in 

glass houses over time, especially if this Court does not intervene.   

Majority of other states, which have addressed Facebook friendship between 

judges and opposing counsel have sided with the Domville court, prohibiting such 

a friendship. See California Judges Ass’n Judicial Ethics Comm. Op. 66 (2010) 

(judges may not include in social network lawyers who have case pending before 

judge); Ethics Committee of the Ky. Jud. Formal Jud. Eth. Op. JE-119 (judges 

should be mindful of "whether on-line connections alone or in combination with 

other facts rise to the level of 'a close social relationship'" that should be disclosed 

and/or require recusal) 

IV. Sua Sponte Announcement  of Sanctions is a Tell-Tale Sign of 
Tension About Being Caught on Surfing on Social Media Sites 
 

In Paylan’s case, when Facebook Friendship was discovered between the 

trial judge and opposing counsel, triggering Paylan to file a recusal motion, and 

then a subsequent prohibition to remove the trial judge, the sky fell on Paylan, with 

the judge issuing an Order to Show Cause inviting opposing counsel to fetch 

evidence on how the trial judge could sanction Paylan either under Fla. Stat. 

57.105 or under the vexatious litigation statute.  
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It appears that the same ill-acts by the trial judge were visited upon the 

Herssein Petitioners once they made it known to their trial judge about their 

discovery of her  Facebook Friendship with opposing counsel.  While admittedly 

both the Paylan and Herssein trial judges may be isolated in this type of retaliatory 

action, it is not far-fetched that other judges may get defensive in an effort to 

protect the unfettered and unregulated communications that they enjoy with their 

Facebook friends.  

For this reason as well, nothing good can come out of allowing judges to be 

Facebook friends with opposing counsel who are appearing in active cases before 

them.   

CONCLUSION 

 For all the foregoing reasons, this Court should uphold the Domville court’s 

ruling, prohibit any and all Facebook Friendship between judicial officers and 

opposing counsel on all active cases, and  for all other ‘not yet’ active cases, once 

they become active, issue mandatory disclosure requirements for judicial officers 

to list their  Facebook friendship with counsel as to the date of onset and the 

duration of their Facebook friendship.  
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Respectfully Submitted,  
 
/s Christina Paylan, MD 
CHRISTINA PAYLAN, MD 

      P.O. BOX 66442    
      St. Pete Beach, Florida 33736 
      Tel: (813) 919-6299 
      Email: drpaylan@bodytuck.com 
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